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Abstract—Directional beamforming (DB) estimates blood flow velocities accurately when the flow angle is known. However, for automatically finding the flow angle a computationally expensive approach is used. This work presents a method for estimating the flow angle using a combination of inexpensive transverse oscillation (TO) estimators and only 3 directional beamformed lines. The suggested DB vector flow estimator is employed with steered plane wave transmissions for high frame rate imaging. Two distinct plane wave sequences are used: a short sequence (3 angles) for fast flow and an interleaved long sequence (21 angles) for both slow flow and B-mode. Parabolic flow with a peak velocity of 0.5 m/s is measured at beam-to-flow angles of 60° and 90°. The DB method estimates the angle with a bias and standard deviation (STD) less than 2°, and the STD of the velocity magnitude is 2.5 %. This is 7 - 8.5 % when using TO. The long sequence has a higher sensitivity, and when used for estimation of slow flow with a peak velocity of 0.04 m/s, the SD is 2.5 % and bias is 0.1 %. This is a factor of 4 better than if the short sequence is used. The carotid bifurcation was scanned on a healthy volunteer, and the short sequence was used with TO and DB to estimate velocity vectors. The STD of the velocity profile over a cardiac cycle was 6.1 % for TO and 4.9 % for DB.

I. INTRODUCTION

Ultrasound blood flow estimation is of diagnostic value in investigating hemodynamics in the human cardiovascular system. Conventional color flow mapping uses focused emissions in line-by-line imaging, where each line is acquired sequentially from received echoes of several consecutive pulses. It limits the frame rate significantly, and full flow dynamics of both fast and slow flow are lost, because of the limited observation time along each focusing direction.

Plane wave imaging is a synthetic aperture technique, which can increase the frame rate and improve image quality [1]. An image of the entire insonified region is created for each emission resulting in a low-resolution image (LRI). By using a few emissions, the low-resolution images can be summed to form a high-resolution image (HRI).

Vector flow imaging methods reveal the 2-D velocity vector without the need for angle correcting conventional 1-D estimates. Transverse Oscillation (TO) [2] and directional beamforming (DB) [3] are two methods capable of estimating 2-D velocity vectors. The DB approach uses focusing along a line following the direction of the flow. The velocity magnitude is estimated accurately using a cross-correlation estimator, and it has also been shown that the standard deviation of the velocity estimates can be reduced by a factor 2, when using DB rather than TO [4]. However, the direction of the blood flow needs to be known in advance for DB [5]. Automatic approaches for angle estimation have been proposed [6], [7]. The number of calculations for these angle estimators are, however, very high, because signals have to be beamformed in a polar grid and cross-correlated at every angle and for each estimation point. If lines are beamformed at every 5°, the number of directional lines is 37. Therefore, it is of interest to investigate angle estimators, which reduce the number of calculations.

This paper presents a method for DB, where the flow angle is found automatically using a combination of inexpensive TO estimators and DB. Only 3 lines are beamformed for each estimation point in addition to 2 lines for TO, thus, at least a sevenfold reduction in beamforming load is achieved compared to the current angle estimators. The method is a two-step procedure, where the initial TO estimate is followed by a DB estimate. The estimates obtained by TO and DB can, thus, be compared. Plane waves are used for high-frame rate imaging, and it is shown that both fast and slow flow can be estimated accurately, when interleaving a short and a long emission sequence.

II. METHOD FOR PLANE WAVE FLOW IMAGING

The proposed method for vector flow imaging uses steered plane waves in transmit and a two-step procedure for velocity estimation: First, TO estimators are used to find an initial flow angle, and then 3 directional lines are beamformed around the TO angle to improve the angle estimate. The velocity magnitude is estimated along the flow direction using cross-correlation estimators. An illustration of the principle is shown in Fig. 1, where 3 directional lines are beamformed around the initial TO angle estimate.

A. Transverse Oscillation

A transverse oscillation in the pulse-echo field can be created in the receive beamforming by using a two-peak apodization function, or in the Fourier domain by filtering the beamformed image in the lateral dimension. The latter approach is used here, where a Gaussian filter is applied on the Fourier transformed HRIs to only select Fourier components around a desired lateral oscillation frequency [8], [9].
The directional information of the flow is preserved by applying the Hilbert transform on the TO image for each of the lines in the lateral direction. This avoids having a spatial quadrature between two beamformed signals [10]. The actual mean lateral oscillation frequency at a given depth is estimated directly from the data and used for the transverse velocity component $v_x$. For the axial velocity component $v_z$, a cross-correlation estimator is employed.

The flow angle is found at each estimation point from:

$$\theta = \arctan(v_x, v_z)$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

using the estimated $v_x$ and $v_z$.

**B. Directional Beamforming**

The initial angle estimate from (1) is used to directionally beamform a signal $y_d(k)$ at an estimation point and at an angle $\theta$. Correlating signals from two HRI acquired $T_{prf,eff}$ seconds apart gives

$$R_{12}(l) = \frac{1}{N_k + 1} \sum_{k=-N_k/2}^{N_k/2} y_d(t_k) y_d^{(T_{prf,eff})}(k + l),$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

where $y_d(t_k)$ is the directional signal focused at time $t$.

Beamforming signals at other angles $\theta_m = \theta \pm \Delta \theta$ yield correlation functions $R_{12}(l, \theta_m)$. They are used to calculate the normalized cross-correlation estimate

$$R_{12n}(\theta_m) = \left( \frac{\max \{R_{12}(l, \theta_m)\}}{R_{11}(0, \theta_m)} \right),$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

which gives the maximum normalized cross-correlation for three angles. $R_{11}(0, \theta_m)$ is the power of the signal. The angle estimate, $\hat{\theta}$, is found as the angle yielding the largest correlation in (3). The estimate is also improved by interpolation.

The angle estimate $\hat{\theta}$ is used to directional beamform a line for this angle. The velocity magnitude is found from the lag $l_{max}$, where $R_{12}(l, \hat{\theta})$ is maximum, and convert it to velocity

$$|v| = \frac{l_{max} \Delta f}{T_{prf,eff}},$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)

**III. METHODS FOR EXPERIMENTS**

A short plane wave sequence ($-15^\circ, 0^\circ, 15^\circ$) is used for fast flow estimation, and a long sequence (21 angles, max steering $20^\circ$) is used for both B-mode imaging and slow flow estimation. The sequences are interleaved in a 3+1 procedure, i.e., one emission from the long sequence is transmitted after the short sequence. The pulse repetition frequency $f_{prf}$ is 10 kHz, thus, the effective $f_{prf,eff}$ for the short sequence is $f_{prf}/4$ and $f_{prf}/8$ for the long sequence. A 1.5-cycle excitation pulse is used in both sequences, since the precision of the cross-correlation estimator used for DB is proportional to the bandwidth of the system. To achieve narrow-band signals suitable for TO estimation, beamformed signals are convolved with a 4-cycle sinusoid.

Processing parameters are listed in Table I. Three directional lines are beamformed at each estimation point for DB: one at the TO angle $\theta$ and at $\pm \Delta \theta$. For constant flow, $\Delta \theta = 1$ standard deviation (STD) of the TO angle estimate, which is calculated from 10 non-consecutive estimates at each estimation point. Due to pulsation of flow for the in vivo scan, lines are beamformed at a fixed $\Delta \theta = 2.5^\circ$ around the TO angle in this case.

**A. Measurement Setup**

The approach is implemented on the experimental scanner SARUS [11] for acquisition of channel RF data. A 192-element 4.1 MHz transducer is employed (pitch 0.6λ). A flow rig phantom with a tube radius of 6 mm and placed at a depth of 20 mm is scanned, and the beam-to-flow angle $\theta$ is $60^\circ$ and $90^\circ$. Constant parabolic flow is circulated and volume flow is measured by a magnetic flow meter for reference (MAG 3000, Danfoss, Nordborg, Denmark). The $f_{prf}$ is reduced to 2 kHz and the peak velocity is 0.1 m/s to avoid turbulence (corresponds to fast velocity flow of 0.5 m/s at 10 kHz $f_{prf}$). Slow velocity flow is also measured on a flow phantom with a 3.5 mm tube radius and $90^\circ$ beam-to-flow angle. In this case the peak velocity is 0.04 m/s and $f_{prf} = 10$ kHz. Echo-cancelling is performed on beamformed data with a Hoeks filter [12].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>TO</th>
<th>DB</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Receive apodization</td>
<td>Tukey</td>
<td>Tukey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Receive F-number</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sampling interval $\Delta f$</td>
<td>$\lambda/20$</td>
<td>$\lambda/20$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Desired lateral wavelength</td>
<td>1.53 mm</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TO window size</td>
<td>1.5 mm</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of HRI/estimate</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Line length</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>12.5A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE I**

**PROCESSING PARAMETERS.**

**Fig. 1.** Plane wave emissions from a linear array transducer are used to insonify flow in a straight vessel, which has a beam-to-flow angle $\theta$. Directional lines are beamformed around the initial TO angle estimate.
The right carotid bifurcation on a 27-year-old healthy male is scanned with a longitudinal view by an experienced radiologist. The scan sequence is the same as for simulation and phantom measurements, and \( f_{prf} \) is 10 kHz. Data are acquired for 4.5 s. Echo-canceling is performed with a Hoeks filter for diastolic flow and an energy-based filter with manual threshold for systolic flow [13].

IV. RESULTS

A. Phantom Measurements

Fig. 2 shows results from a flow rig measurement, where the beam-to-flow angle is 60° and \( f_{prf} \) is 2 kHz. The short sequence is used for flow estimation. The mean velocity magnitude and angles are shown in black with ±1 STD, and the true velocities and angles are shown in red. Results from TO are shown in the left figures, while results for DB are shown in the right figures. The initial TO estimate gives a mean flow angle of 58.9±5.6°, which is improved in the DB step to 59.5±1°. The resulting velocity magnitude estimate is accurate with a mean bias of -3.4%, and the STD of the velocity reduces from 7% (TO) to 1.9% (DB). For the 90° beam-to-flow angle measurement, the angle is estimated to 89.7°±1.3° using TO and 89.8°±0.5° using DB. The STD of the velocity magnitude is 8.5% for TO and 2.5% for DB, while bias changes slightly from -3.9% for TO to -5.4% for DB.

Results from the slow velocity flow measurement are shown in Fig. 3. The short sequence is used with the DB method for the result in the bottom figure, where the bias and STD are -6% and 10%, respectively. The performance can be improved by using the long sequence for flow estimation as shown in the top figure. The STD is reduced by a factor 4. The long sequence has a higher sensitivity than the short sequence, because 21 rather than 3 LRI are combined, thus, reducing side-lobe levels and improving contrast. Estimates are correlated at every 8.4 ms, which reduces \( v_{x,max} \) to 5.9 cm/s. Note that echo-canceling has been performed for the same time period (0.18 s) for the two sequences. It is possible to use the slow flow sequence also for B-mode imaging, if a separate B-mode sequence cannot be included in the emission sequence. In that case, a compromise needs to be made for the receive gain.

B. In Vivo Measurement

A frame from the in vivo measurement of peak systole is shown in Fig. 4, which is processed using TO (left image) and DB (right image). The short sequence is used for flow estimation and the long for B-mode images. The direction of flow is indicated by arrows and follows the vessel anatomy. The DB method estimates larger velocities at the inlet of the external carotid artery, while low or no velocity is estimated in the top left corner of the flow image. This can be due to echo-canceling effects and/or angle estimation problems. The velocity magnitude at the indicated green point is shown as a function of time in Fig. 4 (bottom). After alignment of the profiles to the cardiac cycle, the STD for TO is calculated to 6.1% and 4.9% for DB.

V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

A method for 2-D vector flow imaging, where the flow angle is found using a combination of TO and DB was presented. Compared to conventional DB methods, at least a sevenfold reduction in beamforming load is achieved for angle estimation. Rather than beamforming lines in a polar grid at all angles, the presented method uses an initial TO angle estimate to limit the angle search range and beamforms only 3 lines around the TO angle. It was demonstrated in phantom measurements that the method estimates flow angle accurately and with a bias and STD less than 2°. The STD of the velocity magnitude estimates was less than 2.5%, which was an order of 2-3 times less than for the TO method. The
method was employed with plane waves in transmit, and this acquisition scheme achieves a very high frame rate of 2000 fps for fast flow estimation. An interleaved long sequence was used for B-mode imaging and also used to improve slow flow estimation in a phantom. Potentially, this may improve slow and fast flow estimation, as it will be possible to use data simultaneously from the two sequences for flow estimation. It can also be an advantage for visualization of flow in both large and small vessels.
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Fig. 4. Vector flow imaging of the carotid bifurcation. Flow in the systole is shown using TO in the left imaging and DB in the right image. The bottom figure shows velocity magnitude at a single estimation point (green point on VFI) as a function of time for the two methods.